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World's largest.Q: Why does the Zend_Pdf library only generate files on the server? In my
application, I use the Zend_Pdf library to generate PDFs on a simple, local PHP server. The code is
very basic, and it works. The problem is that I only can run the application from the "root" folder, ie
when I run the webserver on the server, I can only access the paths of the folder structure of the
root of the webserver. The problem is, I'd like to generate PDFs on a subfolder of the main
application, ie from /application/pdf. This is the code I use to generate the PDFs: $pdf = new
Zend_Pdf(); $pdf->open(); //... $pdf->save('/application/pdf/'.$titel.'.pdf'); $pdf->close(); This works,
but when I move this code to a server, I need to change the path to the file to /application/pdf/
instead of /application/pdf This is the config, that configures the path to the files
$front_config['basePath'] = APPPATH.'/'.DS.'application'; Does anyone have any idea how to solve
this? Thanks :) A: The problem is that I only can run the application from the "root" folder, ie when I
run the webserver on the server, I can only access the paths of the folder structure of the root of the
webserver. The root directory is relative to the server's document root.
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